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Omvang fonds

Waarde begin van de periode €3,145,708

Waarde eind van de periode €3,612,354

Vierde Kwartaal 2020

Investment Review

The fund outperformed its benchmark over the quarter.

Market Summary

Markets closed out the year with a strong Q4. Positive Phase III trial news and the launch of vaccine
rollout plans were the triggers for this rising tide. We see this positive tone persisting into 2021 as a
result of numerous supportive factors: continued accommodative monetary and fiscal policy, successful
vaccine rollouts, better virus testing capabilities, and resilient global consumption.

European markets fell modestly at the start of the quarter as evidence of a second wave of Covid-19
increased and major European economies began reinstating lockdown restrictions. However, news in
November of effective Covid-19 vaccines prompted a strong rally in risk assets, with European equities
leading the charge. The vaccine announcements prompted an enthusiastic rotation into cyclical assets
as the market priced in both a higher probability and shorter time frame for a sense of normality to return
to European economies. As a result of increased risk appetites in the European market, companies that
had weathered the storm of 2020 more successfully were used as funding sources by market
participants investing in companies with more structurally challenged fundamentals. An impactful
dynamic towards the end of the quarter was the rally in metals commodity prices, which served to buoy
the materials sector.

Performance
Outperformance throughout the period was primarily driven by stock selection. During the quarter, the
fund’s sector positioning was also beneficial. Over several months we gradually added cyclicality to the
portfolio by investing in companies which we believe have both attractive fundamentals and the capacity
to perform well in an economic recovery. Support was derived from the fund’s overweight position to the
pro-cyclical industrials and consumer discretionary sectors. The fund also benefited from a strong
underweight in consumer staples, where we see little valuation upside, and a bottom-up conviction to
remain underweight healthcare.

The biggest contributor to returns was a new position in Allegro, which we bought at IPO, having
developed a strong relationship with the management team over the preceding period. Allegro is the
leading eCommerce platform in Poland with c. 40% market share of online retail in its home market.
The company is set to benefit from significant growth in penetration of online retail in Poland. We expect
significant revenue growth in the medium to long term and strong cash generation as the platform
continues to scale. We were pleased to see the share price double in the first few weeks of trading; it
continued rising over Q4.

Travel and leisure related names Informa, Safran, and Amadeus were amongst the biggest contributors
to fund returns over the fourth quarter. We believe that these companies have benefitted because they
are viewed as likely beneficiaries in the event of a timely covid-19 recovery scenario. Positive vaccine
news flow in November was a strong catalyst for outperformance, as the outlook for these businesses is
closely linked to air travel and the ability for large groups of people to gather for exhibitions or live
events. Following a strong rally in November, Safran did give back some of its performance in
December when concerns resurfaced about the near-term virus spread and negative implications for air
travel. The company also made some cautious comments on medium-term sales. However, it remained
one of the quarter’s top performers and we continue to believe in the long term opportunity: industry
expectations for air travel are too pessimistic and, given significant cost cutting this year, we expect
strong operating leverage when sales come back. KBC bank was also one of our largest contributors
amid positive vaccination news, the potential benefits that may have on the economy, and the
subsequent uplift on banks.

LVMH contributed positively following a consensus expectation beat: the key fashion and leather goods
business reported sales up +12% year on year. The management team made positive comments about
the brand momentum in its Dior and LV brands, and the company is benefitting from its scale in terms of
outspending rivals on marketing.

Relative performance was aided by not owning large defensive index constituents such as Astrazeneca,
Roche, Sanofi, and Nestle which all lagged the market given the risk-on sentiment. There was also
some negative sentiment towards pharmaceutical companies following a Democratic clean sweep of the
US election in November. This sentiment was priced in over a protracted period as the clean sweep
result looked increasingly likely throughout the month of November.

Kingspan detracted from fund performance due to negative headlines arising from the ongoing Grenfell
Tower inquiry. While the company had no part in the construction of the building, its K-15 panels
represented c. 5% of the insulation volume of the building. The investigation into Kingspan is focusing
on the certification of the K-15 product, as well as Kingspan’s marketing practises at the time. While it is
clearly regrettable that Kingspan was in any way involved in this tragic incident, we are comfortable with
the company’s conduct and believe that this is a transitory issue.

Several the fund’s main detractors from performance did not have any material stock specific news.
Rather, these companies were used as funding sources when the market rotated into depressed or
cyclical names as described above. The biggest detractors were some of the companies that have been
the biggest contributors year-to-date. These include DSV and Lonza. Not owning certain cyclical names
in the benchmark such as Banco Santander, HSBC, and Airbus detracted from fund performance over
the quarter. The impact from the latter was exacerbated by the improved sentiment towards the travel
industry over the quarter, following vaccination announcements. A small position in SAP weighed on
performance as the shares fell sharply at the start of the quarter, when the company reset their earnings
expectations under a new CEO.

Rendement

% Kwartaal Jaar tot op 
heden

3-Jaars
Ann.

5-Jaars
Ann.

10-Jaars
Ann.

Fonds 12.7% 22.2% 11.9% 8.9% 8.5%

Benchmark 10.6% -1.4% 3.4% 6.0% 7.0%

Outlook
In a tumultuous year, European equity markets ended 2020
with relative strength. We see this strength persisting into
2021 aided by better virus testing capabilities, a successful
vaccine rollout and a resilient global consumer, alongside
continued accommodative policy. Recovery will not be equal
across all sectors: some still lack pricing power and several
areas of the market face structural headwinds; others,
however, such as travel exposed stocks, could see a
meaningfully brighter 2021. Our positioning reflects this
positive conviction.

Inflation may be on the horizon, but rates will likely remain low.
A period of prolonged negative real rates and higher nominal
growth is needed to allow governments globally to work their
way out of the post pandemic debt overhang. We see this as
being a supportive backdrop for equities.
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